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SPEAKER

In this Grad Talk, Lindsay Cavanaugh draws from initial findings of a larger dream-
mapping study — an arts-based (Cahnmann-Taylor & Siegesmund, 2018) and
participatory-informed project (Fine & Torre, 2019) — which focuses on how eight
femme/femme-of-centre (2S/LGBTQIA+), disabled (mad, sick, and/or neurodiverse),
interracial (Indigenous, South Asian, East Asian, and white settler) educators (of any
ages) and older youth (aged 18-29) conceptualized softness as curriculum. Softness
has been proposed as a femme intelligence that centres relationality, emotionality,
vulnerability, and earnestness (Schwartz, 2020). In this study, femme/femme-of-centre
refers to 2S/LGBTQIA+ people who align themselves with queered feminine
embodiments and/or with a queer feminist politics of care. Over eight months, the two
classroom teachers, two community educators, one teacher candidate and three
postsecondary older youth were invited to create dream-maps: pieces of art using
femme-inist artistic mediums of their choice (i.e. zine-making, collages, drag, poetry,
textiles etc.) to express their dreams about how the time/space, curriculum, and
pedagogy of K-12 schools could be soft. Co-dreamers (participants) were also invited to
co-analyze each other’s art using an adapted descriptive review process (Himley, 2002).
Lindsay Cavanaugh discusses the art created and themes identified by co-dreamers
regarding the following dream-map prompt: What is a soft K-12 curriculum? What would
a curriculum for softness look and feel like?
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